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About This Game

Cross Pixels is a collection of over 350 handcrafted Picross Puzzles. It is a grid based puzzle game solvable through logic.
Other names for this kind of puzzles are Nonogram, Paint by number or logic square. The concept is easy to learn and well

explained in the optional tutorial. Use the numbers on every line of the grid and reveal the hidden picture.

No unlocking required. All the level are sorted into different sizes. Start with whatever you feel is appropriate for your skill
level. Solve levels with sizes of 5x5 up to 25x25 or even bigger ones in the workshop. Sizes up to 50x50 are possible.

Make your own puzzles. The included Editor allows you to easily create your own puzzles and share them with the community.
All levels are automatically checked if they are solvable and if the solution is unique.

Community: Cross Pixels integrates the Steam Workshop. This allows you to both play all the community created levels and to
share your own creations.

Triangle Game Mode: In addition to normal rectangle puzzles Cross Pixels offers Triangle Puzzles with which even
experienced Picross players can challenge themselves.

Player Comfort: We tried our very best to ensure that you can enjoy your time with Cross Pixels. Features like "undo" allow
you to easily correct mistakes. Next to the cursour the current number of blocks placed in the line is displayed to avoid

unnecessary counting. Several colours allow you to try out solutions if you are unsure, without the risk to forget where you had
already placed blocks. Adjustable autocomplete and coloured numbers features allow you to configure the game behaviour to

your liking and reduce unneccessary busy work.
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Hint: If you ever should get stuck our hint function may help you by pointing out possible steps and explaining the neccessary
concepts to you. Hints are given in multiple stages. First you'll find out where to look and then learn how to deduce new cells.

You don't have to use it but if you should ever need it, it will be there for you ;D

Features:

-Over 400 handcrafted levels
-Triangle Puzzles

-Hint functionality
-Level Editor (Create your own levels with custom sizes in between 5x5 and 50x50)

-Share your levels with the whole Steam Community (Workshop Integration)
-Unique Solution and the information if the puzzle is solvable through line logic or if you need more advanced techniques.

-Comfort Functions (undo, block counting, easy line drawing, autocomplete, coloured numbers...)
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cross pixels. crossword pixels. cross stitch pixels

This game is fantastic and packed with content from dat girl to the demons in the final stage who dont seem to have hitboxes.
With a story line that would make the Witcher 3 be ashamed of itself. The graphics are amazing an so is the AI. And the level
design oh dont get me started on the level design. A truly amazing game that i would buy anyday. 11/10 would go through satans
butt hole again.. My girlfriend is absolutely obsessed with this game and will play it for hours at a time. What appears to be
repetitive and shallow in the beginning turns out to be a pretty content rich business game with a good number of unlocks and
satisfying progression. It also looks great. Lastly, we thought we had some to the end multiple times just to learn there are more
prisons with more items. This is a good one.. spent 30 minutes trying to craft the axe i found 2 out of 3 things needed, but just
gave up, plus there are a few things that need fixing.

1, day night cycle is far too short.
2, you die too quickly.
2, inventory is too small
3, no tutorial, not even a simple one..

other then that, its not a bad game. i understand its a three man dev team and things take time, but i wouldn't of put it up for
early access just yet. i would recommend to others if and when the bugs are fixed.

maybe, just maybe, if these things a sorted out then i might just buy it back.. I cant really give a fair opinion on it, i need more
time on the game.
. One of my friends introduced this game to me, and it really impressed me! I passed the EA introduction mission in 2h and got
the golden champion, and had a lot of fun building decks and playing with AI. I like the way campions are given various abilities
as well as equipments. Introducing differnent races is good, but still some balancing should be made. For now the Dwarf is
weaker than others while the Chosen has champions that are so powerful. In general, this is an awesome work as it looks!
As a Chinese, Longsword Tabletop Tactics interested me a lot. I think it can also become popular in China if you make a
Chinese translation for it. My friend and I are willing to provide help if you would like to.
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I have played the first Spellforce 3 when it first came out, enjoying every aspect of it, despite the bugs, when I first heard that
they would be revamping both the gameplay and the factions themselves, I waited with cautious optimism, partly worried that it
might kill the game for me.

However, I was glad to see that there was no need, the game is an improvement in nearly every way over the first Spellforce 3

- Faction revamps, making them more unique and giving them each a specific playstyle.
- The new factions, with the Dark Elves being a new favourite.
- The Gameplay revamp, with the resource system being streamlined.
- The new story from what I have played so far, does not disappoint.
- The Mercenaries Mechanic, allowing you to create a custom character of 3 races and any class combo you wish (hopefully
they will add the Morhir Elves and Orcs as races), with great potential to be used in the future.
- Spellforce 3's composer returned to make more excellent music (that main menu music sets a excellent mood)

There is so far one bug (at the time of writing) that makes it hard to create an account or sign in to play online, which I am sure
the Devs are working on fixing as soon as possible (considering their track record with the first game), others may have found
bugs and have listed them in their reviews, or are being reported to the devs on their discord

I highly recommend this game, and thank you devs for sticking with the Spellforce series. fun game if you like point and click.
A little frustrating every time you try to get into the 'toolbox' on the lower edge it toggles between going back a room and your
items. Other than that irritation with the interface the game was quite fun to play. Only got truly stumped on the game where
you order numbers.. I'll try to keep this as simple and short as possible without sounding pretentious or melodramatic.

SYM immediately caught my eye, not only because of the simplistic, extravagant design, but also the theme of social anxiety.

I myself am diagnosed with Asperger's syndrome (great name, isn't it?) which is a major form of social anxiety, and I must say
that SYM does an amazing effort at portraying what goes on in the minds of people wih my condition.

The subtle metaphors of the "light" and "dark" worlds representing the two sides that I show\/hide from the outside world;
"White" being the form of myself trying to act "normal" to people in society; "Black" being a "cocoon" where i reside in
isolation away from everyone else.

The hazards in both worlds are also applied to this formula; the eyes and plants in the light world (social anxiety, awkwardness,
insecurity, peer pressure, etc.), and the saw blades and the "void" in the dark world ("falling" into depression, sadness).

And the words and phrases scattered throughout SYM? A window into our minds.

SYM is not a "game" per se. It's a near-perfect simulation of what people like me go through on a constant, daily basis, and I
cannot recommend SYM highly enough simply for the experience.

Again, this may sound overly dramatic, "attention-grabbing" and "poetic" to most, but to others, it's far from it.

I'd like to personally thank Atrax Games for making a beautiful piece of art that people like me can appreciate and relate to.. A
really great Indie game which gets pretty crazy in some games :D A cheap game and a must buy!. Very good short point'n click
without text.
It has nice and various puzzle games, and for once I was able to finish it by myself without being really stuck, so I enjoyed this
little trip. Took me 3 hours to complete it.
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